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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: WR GARRY BROWN, CAL (PA) 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro-Day 
workouts, Wonderlic test results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info 
becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for “Big-WR,” a classification we use to separate the more physical, 
downfield/over-the-top, heavy-red-zone-threat type WRs. Our WR-S/“Small-WRs” 
are profiled by our computer more as slot and/or possession-type WRs who are less 
typically physical, and rely more on speed/agility to operate underneath the defense 
and/or use big speed to get open deep…they are not used as much as weapons in 
the red zone. 

  

Garry Brown is the answer to the question…”What would have happened if Jarvis 
Landry didn’t go to LSU but played for D2 California (PA)?” 

12 games played for Garry Brown in 2016… 

91 catches (7.6 per game) 

1,475 yards (122.9 per game) 

22 receiving TDs (1.83 per game)…26 total TDs (2.17 per game). 

He caught 22 passes for TD, rushed for a TD, returned two punts for scores, and 
took a kick back for a TD. 

It’s not just the fact that Brown statistically dominated the opposition, but it’s how 
he did it – he doesn’t have world-class speed (a 4.58 40-time) or size 
(5′11″+/204)…what Brown has is good-to-very good athleticism; NFL athleticism 
mixed with fantastic hands and route-running/cutting skills (a la Jarvis Landry). 
Brown didn’t just rack up numbers at the D2 level…he toyed with opponents. He was 
virtually uncoverable. 

If opposing cornerbacks backed off, Brown ate them up with short, quick-pass 
catches and then was gifted after the catch…taking several short plays and turning 
them into long plays/TDs. 

If teams pressed up on him and/or draped on him, Brown would simply push them 
away or go over the top of them and high-point catch as needed. 

Brown is as gifted a D2 wide receiver prospect, from a ‘technician’ standpoint, as I’ve 
ever seen. A man among boys. 
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There are plenty of receivers who have had good seasons at the FCS and D2 level 
and were legit NFL hopefuls, but I think Garry Brown may be a cut above most all 
of them…that I’ve ever seen in the past ten years. There’s something about Brown’s 
game. He does an excellent job getting open and getting into spaces where the QB 
can find him. He has a variety of moves in his arsenal to get open, but if he needs to 
– he’ll get physical. He benched 21 reps at his Pro Day. Only one WR prospect at the 
NFL Combine benched more than Brown – and that was a 255-pound WR prospect 
that’s really a TE prospect (D2’s Billy Brown). Garry Brown is already a professional 
wide receiver…sitting at the D2 level. 

Brown’s college performance numbers were dazzling, but what I’m attracted to is his 
style of play – there is an NFL movement, a quiet swagger with Brown I don’t see 
with most D2 WR prospects. I didn’t really see it with small-school receivers 
like Robert Davis or Kenny Golladay or Krishawn Hogan. But I see it with 
Brown, kinda like you can see it with Cooper Kupp. 

Brown is not a simple high-achiever ‘sleeper’ from the D2 ranks – he is a legit top 
WR prospect and should be taken MUCH more seriously than he is by mainstream 
draft analysts (who don’t know he exists). 

  

GARRY BROWN, THROUGH THE LENS OF OUR “SMALL WR” SCOUTING 

ALGORITHM 

Finished 6th in the Harlon Hill Trophy (D2 player of the year) voting…the highest a 
WR has finished in that voting since 2007. 

Led all wide receivers at any NCAA level in 2016 scoring with 13.0 points per game. 
Fourth in the nation in all-purpose yards with 184.9 per game. Fourth all-time 
among any NCAA level players with 43 career TDs. 

Second all time in D2 history in career catches and receiving yards. 

1,000+ yards in every season at Cal (PA). 

Brown’s receiving TDs in each game in 2016: 2-2-2-2-0-2-1-3-2-2-2-2 

Brown’s catch totals in each game in 2016: 3-5-4-6-6-8-9-12-8-9-11-10 (averaged 
9.6 catches per game in his final 7 college games). 

Against ranked (D2) opponents in 2016 (five games): 11 TDs (8 receiving, 2 punt 
returns, 1 rushing) and 200+ all-purpose yards per game. 
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PRO DAY DATA… 

5′11.6″/204 

4.58 40-time, 1.56 10-yard, 4.34 shuttle, 6.81 three-cone 

21 reps bench press, 37.0″ vertical, 10′6″ broad jump 

  

Brown’s stats on Cal (PA) 
website: http://www.calvulcans.com/roster.aspx?rp_id=3885 

  

  

THE NFL “SMALL WR” GARRY BROWN MOST COMPARES TO STATISTICALLY 

IN COLLEGE, WITHIN OUR SYSTEM: 

I say that Jarvis Landry is who Brown reminds me of, but our scouting models say 
it’s Davante Adams…I can go with that — similarly dominant receivers in 
college…not super-tall or super-speedy, but big and fast enough with great hands 
and ability. 

http://www.calvulcans.com/roster.aspx?rp_id=3885
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TABLE 477 

 
 

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr Last First College H H Weight 

Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands' 
Metric 

8.049 2017 Brown Garry Cal (PA) 5 11.6 204 10.97 2.33 9.20 

7.769 2014 Adams Davante Fresno St 6 0.7 212 9.41 5.71 8.98 

4.563 2012 White Jordan W. Michigan 5 11.6 208 10.41 4.34 10.41 

6.150 2002 Gaffney Jabar Florida 6 1.0 193 7.21 4.87 9.10 

4.249 2016 Erickson Alex Wisconsin 5 11.9 195 7.45 4.88 7.49 

4.128 2013 Bumphis Chad Miss State 5 10.1 196 9.24 2.94 8.45 

3.990 2015 Harman Trevor Shippensburg 6 1.2 199 7.66 0.77 7.62 
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*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A 
score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to 
become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system 
and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or 
above a 10.0 in certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, 
including refinement for the strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical 
measurement metrics, rated historically in our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size 
profiling, bench press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, 
better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, 
physical size, mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here 
project to have a better YAC and show characteristics to be used as deep 
threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in 
college, considering the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data 
considers some physical profiling for hand size, etc. High scorers here have a better 
track record of college statistical performance, and overall this projects the 
combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

  

  

2017 NFL DRAFT OUTLOOK… 

Brown is CBS’s #57 WR prospect, #475 overall. 

ESPN has him #108 among all WRs in 2017, and not among their top 500+ 
prospects. 

I’m pretty sure Brown will go undrafted, and that’s a shame – he deserves better. 
Someone is going to get a top steal after this draft with Brown. 

NFL OUTLOOK: He’ll impress in rookie camps and do like Robby Anderson and other 
overlooked guys have done – they’re too good to be hidden in training camps, and 
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he’ll scratch and claw to make a roster and then will become an NFL starter after a 
season or two/three. 
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